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Zhang Hongyun and the others might not have thought of their master’s initial joke. 

“Eat steamed buns and sleep on the gra*s!” 

Right now it had turned out to be a reality. 

Over in District Five, the few people who were Elder Cheng’s disciples were naturally treated favourably 

in every way. 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that they were well fed. 

Now, all of a sudden, they had entered this barren state of life, so how could they adapt to it? 

Lin Mo had already explained the difficulties of the front line. 

If they continued to dwell on it, they would appear to be being unreasonable. 

After Zhang Hongyun thought of this, he sighed faintly. 

“Mr. Lin, I understand!” 

“We will cooperate fully in the treatment aspect.” 

“That’s it for the food and accommodation!” 

As the words fell, he explained with the senior students behind him. 

In the end, the crowd also reached a consensus. 

If the situation was bad, it would be over after a while. 

If it went on any longer, it would be a joke for the three districts to see. 

“Mr. Lin, aren’t we going a bit too far with them like this.” 

Ma Bangde asked as he looked at the group of physicians’ departing backs. 

“Excessive?” Lin Mo asked rhetorically. 

“You have not been exposed to the medical dao and do not understand it well!” 

“But the martial dao is most clear to you!” 

“Have you ever seen someone who can break through to the Patriarch without going out and secluding 

himself at home?” 

Only when these words came out did Ma Bangde then understand. 

“Mr. Lin, you’re using this as an opportunity to sharpen their minds!” 



“You’re the only one who’s smart!” 

Lin Mo nudged his mouth and said. 

“This group of people are used to being pampered, although it’s not a bad thing.” 

“But the path of a physician, closed doors will never lead to great things!” 

“This time, Master Cheng has generously lent his disciples, so I’ll take this as a reward!” 

Said Lin Mo and instructed to. 

“You arrange for the members of the various forces that have been healed, and put this matter into 

effect completely.” 

“Strive to heal everyone in the fastest possible time.” 

“If we continue to run out like this, our living supplies on the front line will really reach the bottom.” 

The shortage of supplies comment was an excuse for Lin Mo to fool Zhang Hongyun and the others 

though. 

In reality, the living supplies at the front line had indeed come to the alert line. 

“As for the arrangements for this batch of physicians, let’s continue as we agreed before.” 

If these 3,000-odd physicians in Region Five wanted to make further breakthroughs in their medical 

skills, they had to sharpen their hearts. 

If they kept on being so pampered, they would sooner or later be ruined. 

It was true that a medical genius like Xue Lian would be arranged for training by the Dunhuang 

Sanctuary. 

Little Shamiya Du Ailing is even less so. 

He was completely relying on his own two feet, stepping out step by step in his own medical path. 

Once his medical path is complete, Du Qi will definitely be an existence that can start a mountain and 

establish an ancestor. 

Geniuses like them all need to hone themselves a little. 

The 3,000 physicians in front of him would be even more so. 

Of course Lin Mo’s starting point was naturally good, except that this group was, after all, someone 

else’s disciples. 

There was still a need to ask Elder Process what he wanted to do before they could take action. 

After Ma Bangde had sent the messenger out. 

By the evening, a message came back from Elder Cheng’s side. 

The reply was simple, just five words. 



“Practice, practice to death!” 

Since Elder Cheng had loosened his lips, Lin Mo was naturally not polite and completely let go of the 

matter. 

“Old Ma, I’ll leave the frontline and these three thousand physicians in your charge for the next few 

days.” 

“Let them enjoy themselves, the hospitality of our three districts.” 

Ma Bangde understood and raised his eyebrows slightly. 

“Don’t worry, I will definitely make them use the god unforgettable experience ……” 

Said the two of them looking at each other with a smile, except that the smile was more or less creepy. 

At this moment, the physicians of District 5 did not know. 

In a short while, Ma Bonder would completely lame them out. 
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It was night. 

Zhang Hongyun and his group, after a full day of handing over, were basically familiar with the current 

treatment process in the three districts. 

It was just a matter of refining medicines, then having them sent out, and finally reviewing them. 

However, although the process was simple, together with the physicians in District Three, their entire 

pill refining team was less than 5,000 people. 

With such a number of people to supply nearly two million patients, the workload was evident. 

After a busy day, Zhang Hongyun dragged his exhausted body back to their quarters. 

“Eldest Brother, I can’t hold it any longer!” 

“I feel like my head is about to explode right now.” 

“After living for so long, it’s the first time I want to vomit at the thought of refining pills.” 

Zhang Hongyun didn’t say much as he listened to the complaints of the group of senior brothers. 

After all, that was what he thought in his heart as well. 

It was really too tiring! 

Under the drowsiness, they didn’t care about the humble accommodation they had at the moment. 

Spreading out the blankets and spreading them on the gra*s, Zhang Hongyun went to his head and 

whooped and hollered as he fell asleep. 



In no time at all, the wide gra*s was filled with the sound of snoring. 

It was also at this time. 

A painful wailing sound was heard all around. 

The sound was so loud that it directly woke up all the physicians. 

“What’s wrong, what’s going on!” 

Zhang Hongyun asked with sleepy eyes. 

Ma Bangde happened to rush over just at this moment. 

At this moment, his face was full of anxiety. 

“Sorry for disturbing the rest of the physicians.” 

After apologising, he continued to explain. 

“You should all know something about the situation in our three districts.” 

“Although we have researched an antidote for the infection.” 

“But nay, there are too many people on the front line, and the condition has dragged on for so long.” 

“Many people can’t hold out anymore!” 

As his words fell to the ground. 

Not far away, dense torches then lit up. 

By the faint light, Zhang Hongyun saw a corpse, being carried out from the camp continuously. 

There was also the sound of crying coming from one after another. 

The cries of grief and pain made Zhang Hongyun’s heart gripped and his eyebrows knitted together. 

Seeing this, Ma Bangde hurriedly persuaded to. 

“Doctor Zhang, you don’t need to care much!” 

“Can’t carry on, it’s their fate, no one can blame you!” 

He said and even posted a reminder. 

“After such a busy day, you are all exhausted, it is better to rest early!” 

This was the end of the conversation. 

But the horse gang’s added another sentence. 

“During this period of time, every night here, hundreds or thousands of us have died.” 

“We’ve all resigned ourselves to fate and are used to it!” 

“Doctor Zhang, it’s getting late, go on and rest, you have a lot to do tomorrow!” 



As Ma Bangde’s words fell to the ground. 

Zhang Hongyun’s face was already red with anger. 

“Preceptor Ma, what kind of words are you talking about?” 

“It’s so many people every day, and you’re saying that you’re already used to it?” 

“As the head of a sect, aren’t you afraid that the people underneath you will have a chill when you say 

such words?” 

After being given a righteous rebuke by him. 

Ma Bangde instantly showed a guilty expression on his face. 

“Ai!” 

A long sigh, expressing all the feelings of helplessness. 

“What can I do!” 

“We can only be blamed for the fact that there are too few physicians in the three districts.” 

“If we want to blame them, we can only blame them for their bad fortune!” 

With that he turned his back and pressed a fist to his nose. 

In an instant, Ma Bangde’s eyes were full of tears. 

In his eyes, they were full of helplessness. 

“That’s all, that’s all!” 

“You guys have a good rest, I’ll go and help dispose of the bodies of them fated people.” 

“That’s fate!” 

“It’s a pity for the wives and children and their parents behind them!” 

When Zhang Hongyun understood the last sentence, his heart instantly felt like it had been struck by 

lightning. 

The fists that were clenched tightly together had started to tremble at this moment. 
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Zhang Hongyun waited until Ma Bangde had left and immediately shouted. 

“Senior brothers and sisters, don’t sleep, hurry up and get up!” 

The loud sound directly woke up all the physicians, the 

“Senior Brother, what are you doing?” 



“I’ve only just fallen asleep!” 

“Even if it’s a donkey from the production team, you should let it rest for a while!” 

In the face of the complaints of the students, Zhang Hongyun was not bothered at all. 

Zhang Hongyun was not moved at all, instead he chided with some righteous indignation. 

“What time is it, and you all still have the heart to sleep.” 

With that, he shared with the crowd what he had just seen, and the conversation he had with Ma 

Bangde. 

“Do you guys just need to know how many people are going to die on this side in this one night of our 

sleep?” 

“Fellow students, do you still remember the vow you took when you joined the division.” 

Hearing these words, everyone’s body shook and they instantly came to their senses. 

“Take it as your duty to remove illnesses and cure diseases, take it as your mission to save the dead and 

help the injured!” 

A loud, unified voice rang out all around. 

The fatigue in the gaze of the crowd at this moment had been swept away. 

All that remained was a slow searing heat. 

“Now, if I refine medicine, you all can choose to continue sleeping.” 

“Or you can choose, to follow me!” 

After saying that, Zhang Hongyun walked with his big hand for a moment and walked straight towards 

the distant pill refining room. 

And on top of the gra*s behind him, there was no longer a single person staying at this moment. 

They all followed in the footsteps of Eldest Brother Zhang Hongyun. 

In the dark. 

Lin Mo saw this scene and couldn’t help but give a thumbs up. 

“Old Ma, you’re a bully!” 

“These three words have lulled this Eldest Brother into limpness!” 

“In the future, you’ll be the diplomat of this Death Island.” 

Lin Mo drew a big pie while patting Old Ma’s shoulder with relief. 

I didn’t expect this fellow to have a talent for this. 

Ma Bangde gave a heated smile. 



“Mr. Lin has over-appreciated you!” 

“It’s mainly because of this Hongyun merit!” 

At these words, Lin Mo and him once again looked at each other and smiled with an extraordinarily 

playful expression. 

As he watched, the group of physicians had returned to their work. 

Ma Bangde also arrived in front of his men. 

As soon as they met, a crowd of swordsmen instantly gathered around them. 

“Godfather Godfather, how was my old Wu’s acting just now, did he completely bluff them?” 

“Godfather, how was my crying, was it grief-stricken.” 

“Boss, did I carry this coffin in a decent manner?” 

“This dead man of mine, did I act extremely realistically?” 

It was only after Ma Bangde raised his hand that these swordsmen stopped fighting for credit. 

“Alright, all this hard work for everyone.” 

“The brothers who carried the coffin and wept the mourning, each of them will be rewarded one 

hundred thousand.” 

“The brothers who acted out the corpses, take 150,000!” 

As soon as these words were spoken, the crowd instantly cheered. 

Even the “corpse” half buried in the earth jumped up at this moment. 

Ma Bangde, however, reminded them in real time. 

“Take the money where you can get it!” 

“Remember to keep your mouth shut!” 

“If word of this gets out, one of you will be buried alive.” 

The words fell to the ground and a crowd of swordsmen cheered in response. 

“Don’t worry, Godfather!” 

With just a little acting, 100,000 Maple Leaf Coins were in hand. 

Such a good thing, they would probably talk about it outside. 

After all the people of the Blade Sect had dispersed, the lights of the entire front line gradually began to 

go out. 

The only thing that was brightly lit was even the medicine side. 

Isn’t it true that there would still be shouts coming from it. 



“All hold on tight!” 

“The lives of over a million people are in our hands.” 

“Everyone grit their teeth, and go back to gain face in front of the master ……” 

Lin Mo also nodded repeatedly when he heard such a commotion. 

This Zhang Hongyun is very good. 

It didn’t even need Ma Bangde to make a move, now he would snub his own people himself. 

Wonderful! 
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In the fifth district, more than 3,000 ordered physicians, working around the clock to rush the 

preparation. 

In just two days, all the medicines for everyone on the real front line were completely replenished. 

When he saw Zhang Hongyun and the others again, Lin Mo almost couldn’t recognise them. 

The dark circles under his eyes were as if he had been heavily hammered on. 

With a shaky appearance, it seemed as if he was going to completely pa*s out in the next second. 

“Mr. Lin, we are fortunate enough to have thoroughly dispensed all the medicines needed.” 

“We will have breakfast later and then go and recheck for them.” 

With that, Zhang Hongyun then directly pulled out the steamed bun that had dried to the point of 

skinning from his arms. 

Without saying a word, he directly nibbled it together. 

Under his leadership, the other senior students, who were also acquainted with each other, also 

consumed it in large bites. 

When they came out to the three districts, they were all still in a rich and powerful posture. 

Now they all looked as hungry as if they were refugees. 

Two days was a short time. 

But the change brought to this group of people was huge. 

Perhaps it was because they had a sense of mission on their shoulders, and although this group of 

physicians were exhausted, none of them cried out of exhaustion or quit. 

Lin Mo was naturally satisfied with such a result. 

“Thank you all for your hard work!” 



“I bring the three districts to thank you all for your generosity!” 

Lin Mo said seriously. 

After having this experience, although it was not possible to say that it had completely transformed this 

group of physicians. 

But at the very least, it had made their hearts solid for a few moments. 

If they encountered any setbacks in the future, they would at least not give up straight away. 

This was Lin Mo’s aim. 

After Zhang Hongyun swallowed the last bite of steamed bun, he poured in a few more mouthfuls of 

water. 

After sensing the feeling of satiety brought on by his full head, he immediately waved his hand. 

“Removing diseases and saving illnesses is supposed to be the natural duty of our physicians.” 

“Mr. Lin, there is no need to be polite!” 

With that, he turned around and prepared to greet his companions to go back to recheck those who 

were first healed. 

Lin Mo suddenly spoke up to stop him. 

“Come on, everyone, you’ve done well enough!” 

“Rest well next!” 

Said Lin Mo with a large hand for a moment, a tiny scaly wind instantly floated throughout the room. 

“Mr. Lin, now is not the time to rest outside …… outside ……” 

Zhang Hongyun didn’t even have time to finish his words before his speech suddenly became stuttered. 

Before he could react, his eyelids drooped uncontrollably as if a thousand pound boulder had been hung 

on them. 

When Ma Bond arrived over here, he froze violently. 

The eye-line lay in a dense ma*s of physicians. 

Occasionally, a few snores could be heard! 

“Is this all tired and asleep?” 

Ma Bangde asked curiously. 

Lin Mo shook his head, “No, it’s just that I’ve helped them fall asleep.” 

“Let them fall asleep first, they’ve put in their best efforts these past two days.” 

If it wasn’t for this Elder Cheng’s three thousand disciples. 



There was no telling when their three districts would have finished preparing the medicinal juice! 

Ma Bangde also nodded seriously. 

Although he was the one who had snubbed Zhang Hongyun, from the bottom of his heart. 

Ma Bangde still admired this man more. 

Two days and two nights of sleepless refining to pour, an ordinary person really couldn’t do it. 

“I understand, I’ll have someone, later, settle them down.” 

Said Ma Bangde, changed the subject. 

“Over at the White Cemetery, I’ve already handed over these few days.” 

“From now on, they White Cemetery people, I will be able to deploy them at will.” 

When he said this, he couldn’t help but feel happy in his heart. 

Numbers had always been a disadvantage to the Dagger Sect, and now with over 100,000 people from 

the White Graveyard to add to it. 

This disadvantage has just been smoothed out. 

Although their strength was much worse, they could not afford to have more people! 

After this merger. 

The overall strength of the Knife Sect can be said to have been raised a notch straight away. 

Although there is still a huge gap from the Martial Division, it has been brought much closer …… 
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Lin Mo also nodded in satisfaction after hearing this. 

Right now the war side has Wang Changxing, who I have healed, in charge, and the personnel treatment 

side has Ma Bangde as well as Black Rose. 

Director Qiu was in charge of the rear. 

All matters were back to normal. 

The only thing missing was the physical recovery of all the members of the front line. 

“Old Ma, I’m going to make another trip to District 2!” 

Hearing this news, Ma Bangde’s expression froze. 

“For what?” 

Lin Mo, who remembered correctly, had almost lost his life the previous time he returned from Zone 2. 



Lin Mo returned, “I need to go and meet Ji Duto.” 

“Although all the help he offers is for Hatedless.” 

“But this favour is a real one!” 

No matter what Ji Dutuo’s intentions were. 

But Ji Dutuo took a large part of the credit for Hate Free being rescued. 

This was undeniable. 

Although Ma Bangde was a little worried, he did not say anything more when he saw that Lin Mo was 

determined to go. 

“I’ll trouble you, Old Wang and Black Rose on the front line!” 

“I’ll be back as soon as I can!” 

After Lin Mo finished his explanation, he turned around and came back to the White Cemetery. 

“Senior Ghost Southerner, junior Lin Mo has come to visit!” 

Previously, when Lin Mo had been seriously injured plus lost his heart blood, it was Ghost Sou who had 

come to test himself. 

This time, the roles had completely changed. 

After seeing Ghost Sou again, he no longer had the same spirited and confident aura he had before. 

Today, he only had a faint sense of frustration and helplessness. 

“Greetings, Mr. Lin!” 

After failing to intercept and kill Lin Mo, he had completely exposed himself. 

Right now, outside were the other Patriarchs who were watching him intently, while inside was the 

imposing Lin Mo. 

The most helpless thing was that if he wanted to save his life, his only option was to rely on Lin Mo’s 

shelter. 

To put it simply, if he didn’t want to do something about it. 

In his current situation, he was basically disqualified from competing for the Crystal Skull. 

The only fortunate thing was that Lin Mo did not seem to be killing him with his current attitude. 

Thinking about this, the ghostly old man asked curiously. 

“I wonder if Mr. Lin has any important orders for anyone who has come to my humble abode this 

suddenly?” 

Lin Mo shook his head, “It’s not really anything important!” 



“It’s just that I’m planning to go and have a cup of tea with Ji Dutuo in the next few days.” 

“And by the way, thank him for helping me as well as Hatedless so much before!” 

He said this on purpose, just to squeeze the ghostly old man. 

This old man, as long as he was made to wince, he was still very cooperative. 

“When the time comes, both Xuelian and I will go together.” 

“On this side of the front line, I’ll trouble senior Ghost Sou to help look after it for a while.” 

The ghostly old man naturally nodded his head in agreement to such a request. 

Compared to his upbringing, causing an old man to be much more jumpy. 

“Doctor Sage Lin, are you planning to go and thank Ji Dutuo?” 

Feng Wu Huo said with some excitement. 

“That’s a good feeling!” 

“At all you two, I’ve learned a lot too.” 

“You go to Ji Dutuo, just so I can express my feelings along the way.” 

Learning the news that Lin Mo was going to the second district, the b*****d was obviously more excited 

than Lin Mo. 

He pushed and pushed for a while, boasting all sorts of various good things about the Seven Deadly Sins 

all the time. 

Lin Mo could only shrug helplessly towards Xue Lian at his state. 

It would be good to go there together, so there would be an excuse for this old man to return to the 

Seven Deadly Sins. 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal on a lot of things. 

…… 

The second district, Lawrence Castle. 

Lin Mo and his group, just arrived here. 

Several guards around them stopped them. 

“Stop, District 2 is now under control, everyone is forbidden to enter!” 

Lin Mo stopped in his tracks and gave a thoughtful glance at the few guards holding firearms in front of 

him …… 
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“You don’t know me?” 

When Lin Mo had come over here before, he, however, had never seen anyone blocking him. 

Eye blind he had just asked, when the guard captain disliked back with a black face. 

“What the hell are you, does your brain need to know you?” 

“Hurry up and get lost, or the brothers will treat you to peanuts!” 

At these words, Lin Wu Hate’s gaze behind him flinched. 

“Seeking death!” 

Before the words even hit the ground, she had already swung the sharp claws that glowed black in her 

hands. 

As he watched, several guards in front of him were about to lose their lives. 

Lin Mo suddenly stepped in and held the disciple in place. 

“Don’t make any rash moves!” 

This place was not their own cha*sis. 

Without gauging the intentions against the counter, Lin Mo did not want to kill anyone and see blood 

yet. 

However, the more he did so, the guards’ side, their words and actions became even more arrogant. 

“Little girl, how dare you try to be mean.” 

“Do you know what this is?” 

The captain of the guards had a flirtatious look on his face as he pressed the muzzle of his gun against 

Hate Free’s face. 

“Little sister, now as soon as I pull the trigger, this cute little face of yours will instantly blossom oh!” 

That tiny more than just a scowl didn’t even put Lin Mo’s few people in his eyes. 

But they did not know that. 

At this moment, their words and actions had already sent half of their own bodies into the coffin. 

“Put the gun down and I can spare you from death!” 

When the guard captain heard the arrogant words, his expression instantly sank. 

“Old immortal thing, are you talking to me?” 

After saying that, he turned his gun around once again. 

Only this time, he had completely chosen the wrong target. 

Click! 



A crisp sound pa*sed. 

The rifle, which was still glowing fiercely, instantly turned into a pile of twisted parts. 

“You ……” 

The captain of the guards’ pupils suddenly shrank. 

He hadn’t even had time to see the other party’s strike, and the rifle he was relying on had already been 

completely scrapped. 

Such strength was much stronger than the Half-step Patriarch he had seen before. 

It was over. 

The guard captain’s mind had just been filled with thoughts of regret when he suddenly felt a sharp pain 

in his chest. 

Along with a spinning sensation, he hit the ground with a heavy thud. 

Several other guards, looking at each other, looked at each other. 

Looking at the captain, who was not sure if he was alive or dead, they were at a loss for words. 

They didn’t dare to run, and they didn’t dare to resist! 

After Feng Wu Huo had done all this, he snorted coldly in his nose. 

“Bring the person in charge above you here!” 

“I’d like to see what kind of person is it that even dares to block the old man’s way!” 

Before this departure, he had made a good promise. 

When they arrived at Lawrence Castle, he would make sure that Ji Dutuo would treat them well. 

Now, he hadn’t even approached the castle yet, and he was already stopped. 

This was a slap in his face! 

Thinking of this. 

Feng Wu Huo’s anger became even more intense. 

In a short while, the guard who had sent the message arrived in a hurry. 

He was followed by a middle-aged man with fat hair. 

The image of the man rolling around on his back was a bit comical to watch. 

“Greetings to Divine Doctor Feng and Mr. Lin!” 

The visitor panted in greeting, constantly gasping for breath. 

His face was even redder than ever. 



It was obvious that this person was aware of the identity of Lin Mo as well as Feng Wu Huo. 

“During this recent period of time, our Second District doesn’t seem to be too peaceful.” 

“Our Lord Admiral, in order to prevent anyone from disturbing Lord Ji Dutuo’s rest, this is why guards 

have been set up here.” 

The fatty explained anxiously. 

Lin Mo was indifferent to this man’s explanation. 

He simply still didn’t believe a single sign of the mark. 

Just such guards could stop people, could they have this ability to get close to Lawrence Castle? 

This was a complete case of the dog taking the rat and minding his own business. 

For his part, Feng Wu Huo didn’t even bother to listen to the fat man’s explanation. 

“Remove this group of trash, it’s an eyesore to look at ……” 
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In Feng Wu Huo’s opinion, to have such people guarding for him was a complete insult. 

Naturally, Fatty did not dare to refuse, and after nodding his head repeatedly, he hurriedly led his men 

out of here. 

“Doctor Sage Lin, this time it was a mistake!” 

Feng Wu Huo spoke with some embarra*sment. 

“None of these losers are our people.” 

“When we get to Lawrence Castle later, I will definitely let you experience some home away from 

home.” 

“We Seven Deadly Sins are known for our hospitality, and we never skimp on our own people.” 

Even at this time. 

He still didn’t forget to sell Lin Mo and the three of them on their Seven Deadly Sins. 

“Let’s forget about it!” Lin Mo politely refused to. 

Within the castle, the group of maids had already displayed their fiery enthusiasm for Lin Mo. 

Naive, Feng Wu Huo had just arrived on Death Island not long ago. 

He had no idea of Lin Mo’s charm. 

Nor did he know how hot Lin Mo was within the Seven Deadly Sins. 



With Feng Wu Huo’s enthusiasm leading the way, Lin Mo and the others entered Laurence Castle 

together. 

“Where are the people, hurry up and come to greet our honoured guests.” 

As soon as they entered, Feng Wu Huo opened his mouth and shouted. 

The words fell to the ground. 

The imagined response did not happen. 

There was no one to be seen within the castle, so naturally there would be no movement. 

In the cold hall, apart from some furnishings and furniture, there was no other living thing to be seen. 

Where was the promised welcome? Where was the promised warmth? 

Such a scene made Feng Wu Huo frown. 

Ji Duto was notorious in the Seven Deadly Sins for his overly accommodating attitude towards his men. 

Basically, there was no distinction between master and servant. 

There were even times when those maids and the like would make jokes about their master Ji Dutuo. 

As a member of the older generation, Feng Wu Huo was naturally not used to seeing such practices. 

It was like the present moment. 

He had brought his own people back and not a single person greeted him. 

After being slapped in the face once again, Feng Wu Huo instantly showed a few moments of 

embarra*sment. 

“Doctor Sage Lin, see to it that these people are spoiled by that Xiao Tuo on a regular basis.” 

“Let’s see how I’ll deal with him later!” 

After saying that, he took a deep breath. 

“There’s no no one left alive?” 

“Hurry out to meet them!” 

This time, he used the power of the Patriarch. 

A loud sound was heard throughout the castle. 

In the next second, the sound of hurried footsteps suddenly rang out all around. 

“Hurry up, hurry up!” 

Urging each other, a group of maids rushed desperately towards this side. 

Their faces were full of anxiety. 



With this, Feng Wu Huo’s face looked slightly better. 

It seemed that these people were not hopeless. 

But before he could rejoice for long. 

A group of maids once again spoke. 

“The Lin Mo idol is here.” 

“Last time, I didn’t even see it when I had something to do.” 

“I must be the one to receive it this time!” 

“On what grounds? It was obviously me who found out first!” 

Under the mutual argument, several people had already arrived at Lin Mo’s side. 

“Idol, you change your shoes!” 

“Lin Mo idol, come you have tea!” 

“It’s been a hard journey, let me rub your shoulders!” 

Surrounded by the maids, Lin Mo didn’t even have time to refuse, even though he was pushed directly 

onto the sofa. 

Tea was handed out, shoes were changed, shoulders were rubbed, legs were pounded and so on, 

everything was done. 

It was a complete emperor-like enjoyment. 

As for the host, Feng Wu Huo, he was directly left on the sidelines. 

Looking at the scene in front of him, he couldn’t help but feel a little confused. 

Wasn’t this a bit too much hospitality for outsiders? 

He was at least an elder and divine doctor of the Seven Deadly Sins, but none of them came to take care 

of him. 

Even their master, Ji Duto, didn’t have such treatment! 

One by one, their hot gazes were as if they wanted to eat Lin Mo alive. 

Just as Feng Wu Huo was filled with depression, footsteps came from the stairway. 

“Brother Lin Mo, you’re here, sorry to welcome you ……” 
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After Ji Dutuo arrived on the scene, his eyes could not help but eat a little when he saw Lin Mo who was 

surrounded by flowers. 



For a moment, he even felt that Lin Mo was the master of this group of maids, while he himself was the 

outsider. 

It was only after Lin Mo saw the rightful master that he had his chance. 

“Second Sect Master, I have taken the liberty to disturb you!” 

He said as he rose with a flourish and directly escaped from the group of maids. 

At this moment, Ji Dutuo also made a wink. 

Only then did the maids retreat with regretful faces and went about their business. 

After a few people had taken their seats. 

When Ji Dutuo swept his gaze over Lin Wuyuan, he visibly paused for a moment. 

When they met again, it seemed that this little girl’s strength had risen another level. 

As expected, she was a demon genius. 

Retracting his gaze, Ji Dutuo pushed the cup of tea to Lin Mo’s heels. 

“Brother Lin Mo, is there something important about this sudden visit?” 

“Before, thanks to the Second Sect Master’s help, my disciple Wu Huan was able to get out of danger of 

his life.” 

Lin Mo said with a serious expression. 

“Now that Wu Huan has recovered, I have brought her here to thank the Second Sect Master in person.” 

“Come, Haterless!” 

At his greeting, Haterless stepped forward and bent over with her hands in a fist. 

“Haterless thanks Mr Ji Dutuo for saving my life!” 

The tone of his attitude was icy. 

In his heart, he naturally knew clearly the purpose of Ji Dutuo’s generous gesture. 

Plus, before being chased by Ji Duto and the others. 

Hatedless didn’t have any good feelings towards them at all. 

If it wasn’t for Lin Mo’s arrangement, she wouldn’t have bothered to thank them at all. 

Only that even though he had such an attitude. 

However, Ji Dutuo did not feel any discontent at all. 

On the contrary, the more he looked at Wu Hate, the more he liked him. 

Such a demon level genius, he simply tied himself back to the Seven Deadly Sins. 



“Hahahaha, something that happens in pa*sing, you don’t need to care, girl.” 

“Besides, your master and I are like brothers, so when I see you under attack I naturally won’t stand by 

and do nothing.” 

With that eager look, people who didn’t know, would really believe it! 

But Lin Mo knew in his heart. 

The cordial relationship between the two sides was just a superficial phenomenon. 

This Ji Dutuo was purely trying to recruit Hate Free into the Seven Deadly Sins and that was why he was 

acting so harmoniously. 

Thinking of this, Lin Mo took out a wooden box from his bosom. 

“A few pills, a small token of appreciation, please don’t dislike them, Second Sect Master.” 

After saying this, he opened the wooden box. 

Three pills as white as jade quietly visited it. 

Under the light, the pills looked like pearls. 

After seeing this item, Feng Wu Huo’s face visibly changed. 

In his eyes, there were even a few moments of searing heat revealed. 

This was a face-lifting elixir made from a thousand-year-old fire lotus. 

For women, this item was akin to a nuclear bomb level killing power. 

Thinking of this, he immediately gave a wink to Ji Duto, who was opposite him. 

He instructed him to hurry up and take it. 

At this moment, Ji Dutuo was also baffled. 

He didn’t know much about matters in the medical dao. 

“Brother Lin Mo, I wonder what this elixir is for?” 

Lin Mo replied, “It’s just a face-lifting pill, it’s not of much use, it’s just a token of appreciation.” 

Originally, Ji Dutuo was just curious, but when Lin Mo finished his explanation. 

Feng Wu Huo instantly sank his face: “If someone gave it to you, take it!” 

“What are you talking so much for, showing off your ignorance?” 

After he chided, his hand had involuntarily covered the wooden box. 

“Medical Sage Lin, Little Tuo doesn’t know any better, so I’ll accept it for him!” 

With that, Feng Wu Huo smiled and hid the three face-resetting pills into his arms. 



He had to take one of these pills no matter what. 

Otherwise, if his wife knew about it, she would have to fight for her life. 

And even if he couldn’t use it, it would be a good idea to use it as a favour. 

After all, who doesn’t have a tigress or two in their family …… 
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Although Ji Dutuo did not dabble in the path of medicine. 

But looking at Elder Feng’s performance, he could tell that he was underestimating the three pills. 

Looking at the two Nebula sisters at the side, they were already looking at Ji Dutuo with sorrowful eyes. 

But all women, as long as they are not children. 

They have no resistance whatsoever to the word “face-lifting”. 

As an afterthought, Feng Wu Huo had finally realised his rashness. 

But when he looked at Feng Wu Huo, the latter was waiting for him with a fierce gaze. 

He looked like if he dared to ask for it, the old man would dare to fight for his life. 

As such, Ji Dutuo could only withdraw his gaze resentfully and had to smile in thanks. 

“Brother Lin Mo, you have a heart!” 

He didn’t get anything for himself, and he had to be returned a favour. 

What a mess! 

Lin Mo didn’t care about this matter. 

Regardless of who had gotten the Face-perfecting Pill, it had already been delivered to the Seven Deadly 

Sins anyway. 

Now that the gift had been delivered, it was time, too, to get down to business. 

“Second Sect Master, I have another matter here that I would like to enquire about with you!” 

“Brother Lin Mo, there is no harm in telling me alone!” Ji Dutuo replied. 

Lin Mo asked straightforwardly. 

“I wonder if the Second Sect Master can tell us a little bit about who actually caused my apprentice son 

Hate Free’s injuries?” 

They were looking for Ji Dutuo again this time on the one hand to show their gratitude. 

Regardless of the relationship between the two sides, the courtesy should not be invalidated. 



Half of Hate’s life could be said to have been saved by Ji Dutuo. 

On the other hand. 

Lin Mo also wanted to know which side the person who had attacked him was from. 

He would also have a target for revenge. 

Ji Dutuo’s face did not change when he heard this question. 

He had already predicted this matter. 

With Lin Mo’s character, there was no way he wouldn’t take revenge for his disciple. 

“The Five Poison Sect!” 

He didn’t have any concealment to say directly the person behind the curtain. 

And when Lin Mo learned of this force, his expression clearly changed. 

After exchanging a glance with Xue Lian, her face also carried a few moments of surprise. 

The origin of the Five Poison Sect was in the country of China, and it was still in the area of Miaojiang. 

In its heyday, the Five Poisons Sect was even a force to be reckoned with by the Miaojiang compulsion 

tribe. 

It was only when the Mother of Companions came into existence that the Five Poisons Sect was swept 

away. 

The Miaojiang region then became the only place where the companions were dominant. 

Later on, there was no news of the Five Poison Sect. 

It was said that it had been exterminated, or some said it had been expelled. 

It was just that Lin Mo had not expected to encounter them in this place, Death Island. 

And his own disciples had almost died in their hands. 

“Thank you, Second Sect Master, for telling me about this, I, Lin Mo, accept this favour.” 

Oh, come on! 

This previous favour hadn’t been repaid, and now there was another one added on. 

But this was something that Lin Mo had already prepared for in his heart. 

With his own power, it was impossible for him to find out about the Five Poisons Sect. 

As long as Lin Mo himself, he was also distracted. 

He would still need a major power like the Seven Deadly Sins to obtain the appropriate information. 

Ji Duto naturally knew Lin Mo’s intentions. 



After telling him about the Five Poison Sect, he recapped the other information about this sect in detail. 

“Currently, we are looking at it based on the information we know!” 

“The Five Poison Sect is all rooted in District 9 and is very heavily fortified, our men have gone in.” 

“But didn’t make it out!” 

Said Ji Dutuo, reminding again. 

“Brother Lin Mo, on the surface of their Five Poison Sect, there are three Patriarchs.” 

“And all of them are not weak, I personally would advise you to wait until you get well before thinking 

long and hard.” 

Nowadays, the hidden problem of Lin Mo’s heart blood had not yet been lifted. 

It was extremely difficult to deal with ordinary Zongshi. 

Not to mention the three Patriarchs of the Five Poison Sect. 

Lin Mo obviously also had this self-knowledge …… 
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After Lin Mo had obtained the information he needed, he once again expressed his gratitude. 

At this moment, Ji Dutuo’s smile also became even brighter. 

“Brother Lin Mo, where was the need for you and I to thank each other before!” 

“It’s just a mutual help!” 

He said with a turn of phrase. 

“And I also have something I want to ask of you!” 

Here it comes! 

Hearing these words, Lin Mo also knew that the other party’s was ready to open up his own conditions. 

Before coming here, Lin Mo had prepared himself. 

There was no such thing as a free lunch under the sky. 

Ji Duto had been generous with his help ever since Hatedless was on the verge of death. 

Naturally, he had a purpose, and he didn’t even need to guess much to know that Ji Dutuo would 

definitely do it for Hate. 

After thinking of this, Lin Mo nodded. 

“Second Sect Master, please speak, as long as it doesn’t go against what is morally righteous, I will do 

my best to complete it.” 



This was a way for him to leave a way back for himself. 

As expected. 

Once Lin Mo had finished speaking, Ji Dutuo’s gaze shifted to Lin Wu Hate at the side. 

“My matter is simple!” 

“All I need is for your disciple to hang his name on my Seven Deadly Sins!” 

“Just become an honorary elder since!” 

All sorts of everything was given for the purpose of this moment. 

In order to be able to get Hate Free and the Seven Deadly Sins involved in a bond. 

Ji Dutuo had also used all his efforts, and now he had finally offered his terms. 

Although Lin Mo was ready for this, his heart was still twisted to the core. 

Fundamentally, he didn’t want to have too many encounters with the Seven Deadly Sins. 

It was just that the reality of what was happening was beyond his control. 

For example, if Ji Dutuo had not helped him, it would have been impossible for Hate to survive. 

Even if Lin Mo didn’t want to owe him this favour, he couldn’t help it. 

“I’ll think about this matter!” 

Lin Mo replied. 

Once Hate Free had hung up this Honorary Elder title. 

From now on, she would be stamped with the label of the Seven Deadly Sins. 

The sins that the Seven Deadly Sins had created over the years could not be guaranteed to involve Hate 

Free one day. 

If it was himself, so be it. 

But he did not want his disciples to suffer this calamity. 

Especially after letting outsiders know about Lin Wuyuan’s talent. 

The rival forces of the Seven Deadly Sins would surely go on an a*sa*sination spree against Lin Wuyuan! 

No one would want their rival force to have a strong backup with unlimited potential. 

However, just as Lin Mo was worrying, Lin Wu Hate suddenly stepped forward. 

Lin Wu Hate suddenly stepped forward. 

“Master, I think we can agree!” 

Hmm? 



The sudden upheaval caught everyone present a little off guard. 

Amidst a pair of surprised eyes, No Hate stared straight at Ji Dutuo. 

“It’s not impossible to ask me to become an honorary elder of your Seven Deadly Sins!” 

“However, I need you to find pills to replenish my master’s heart blood!” 

“No hate ……” 

Lin Mo was just about to stop, but he saw Haterless twist his cheek. 

“Master, Haterless knows that I’ve always been a child in your eyes!” 

“But this time, I want to make my own choice for once!” 

Lin Mo looked at her sincere eyes, and all the words he had intended to dissuade her were swallowed 

back. 

At this moment, Hate Free was like a little adult. 

Lin Mo suddenly snorted with laughter when he saw this. 

“Silly girl, she was originally a child!” 

He said as he reached out and touched the top of Hate Free’s head. 

“Have you really thought about it?” 

“Once you hang up their Seven Deadly Sins, Honorary Elders.” 

“Later on, you might have to face, a suitable variety of a*sa*sinations and targeting’s!” 

“Perhaps a Patriarch, perhaps a terrifying existence above the Patriarch!” 

The words fell to the ground, and Hatedless nodded vigorously. 

“Master, I’ve already thought about it!” 

“Yes!” Lin Mo let out a loud laugh. 

“Our Hatedless seems to have grown up and is able to make his own decisions!” 

“My master supports you!” 

From the time they had met until now, this was the first time Hatedless had made a decision for himself. 

 


